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Engineered for maximum joy.
Fun is our bottom line, because that’s what owning a Sea-Doo® watercraft really is about. We want you to make the most out of every minute of every hour of every day you’re
out on the water. Yes, the life span of the average Sea-Doo watercraft is 10 years or more.1 Yes, we are the only personal watercraft with a brake for the ultimate in maneuverability.
With our iControl™ technologies we have more features for your money than any other watercraft. And Sea-Doo watercraft have up to 46% improved fuel consumption in
ECO mode.2 But our big picture is never settling when it comes to the amount of bliss you can have on the open water. So go ahead already – dive in and turn the page.
See how bringing a Sea-Doo watercraft into your family can help you make the most of the next decade.
Based on average usage.
Based on internal testing of ECO mode at wide-open throttle against regular touring mode. Fuel consumption varies by model and engine package.
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It’s not bragging
if you can back it up.

eco mode

ski mode

Sea-Doo genuinely outperforms all other personal watercraft
in design and innovation. Each comes with more fun, greater
safety and better fuel economy compared to any other personal
watercraft in its class.

Sea-Doo is your brand of choice:
We’re the No. 1 personal watercraft brand in North America.3
We offer you more control and safety than you can get from
other watercraft, thanks to our exclusive iControl technologies.
The world’s only on-water braking system allows you to stop
100 feet sooner than with any other watercraft.4 16 of our 17
models are equipped with this exclusive brake.
With our exclusive Sea-Doo Intelligent Throttle Control (iTC™),¥
you start in neutral and have a number of modes to
accommodate your riding style.

When it comes to your family, Sea-Doo sets the standard for peace of mind.

ECO mode – For maximum throttle opening, you get up to
46% improved fuel consumption in ECO mode.5
Ski mode – Five different acceleration profiles deliver a perfect
launch every time. Set Ski mode options to the preferences of the
person being towed, so you can be a better driver.
Touring/Sport mode – Take it all in while cruising, or take it
full throttle. Plus now at the touch of a button, go from Touring
to Sport mode in an instant.
Slow Speed mode – Provides you with the ability to adjust and
set idle speed. Ideal for no-wake zones.
Cruise Control – Allows you to focus on the riding experience and
everything around you while maintaining a constant speed. Also
helps minimize speed changes when towing a wakeboarder or skier.
Sea-Doo watercraft also offer you more standard features for your
money. 88% of Sea-Doo watercraft purchased 10 years ago are
still heavily in use today.6
Exclusive to the RXP-X, our new Ergolock™ system allows you
to keep your hands, knees and feet locked in place to minimize
fatigue and allows for greater cornering. All this makes every rider
better, every time.
Functions vary by model. See specs (p. 40-42) for details
As of September 30, 2010. Based on PWIA.
Based on BRP internal testing. Traveling at 50 mph (80.47km/h).
Based on internal testing. Fuel consumption varies by model and engine package.
6
Based on warranty registration compiled by InfoLink
¥

ergolock system

With our exclusive Intelligent Brake and Reverse (iBR™), you have the ability to stop
up to 100 feet sooner than with any other personal watercraft.4 Our brake allows you to
keep both hands on the handlebars, which gives you the maximum amount of control.
Finally, it makes docking far easier than it’s ever been.

With our Intelligent Throttle Control (iTC) intuitive technologies, you have improved
situational awareness. And our unique braking system allows you to start in neutral.
Also, for novice riders, we give you a Learning Key™– a different key you can use to
limit the speed of the watercraft.

With our exclusive Intelligent Suspension (iS), Adjustable Suspension (aS™) and now
fully independent Suspension (S™) systems, you can enjoy longer rides and be confident
that rougher conditions won’t get in the way of a great day on the water.

Sea-Doo watercraft feature the industry’s only Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS) that
uses coolant, versus corrosive saltwater that can damage the engine, to keep it running
at ideal temperatures.

Our S3™ Hull is the first and only one of its kind. It reduces drag while keeping
you glued to the water for a more stable and consistent ride, thanks to its
stepped design. The S3 Hull is also lightweight, up to 20% lighter than others
in its class,7 yet incredibly strong, due to its ribbed construction. This means
better handling and fuel efficiency, whether you prefer the scenic route or the
rapid direct approach. Available on the RXT, GTX and WAKE Pro models.

Exclusive to the RXP-X model, the T3™ Hull is completely new. Shaped as
a deep V, it helps you cut through the water. It also keeps you stable and
glued to the water and allows you to lean in at a sharper angle. This hull
goes hand in hand with the new Ergolock system, which keeps your hands,
knees and feet locked in place to minimize fatigue and allow for greater
cornering. All this to make every rider better, every time.

Each Sea-Doo watercraft comes equipped with a legendary Rotax® 4-TEC®
engine specifically designed for marine use. Not only do you get quicker
acceleration and a higher top speed, your engine also works hand in hand
with iTC to provide more precise engine calibration. What this means is
better fuel economy for you.

3
4
5

Based on BRP internal testing of the density of the S3 Hull material and that of the Yamaha NanoXcel∞ SMC
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sea-doo exclusive TECHNOLOGIES available as indicated
on models throughout brochure.
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Stop sooner and dock easier with the world’s only on-water brake.
A Sea-Doo watercraft is the only personal watercraft that comes standard with a brake.* Our Intelligent Brake and Reverse provides you with stopping power and unparalleled
maneuverability when you need it the most. Each and every Sea-Doo watercraft is built with you and your loved ones’ priceless safety in mind.
Our Sea-Doo design team reaches far beyond conventional means to find their design inspiration. Every piece of every machine is thoughtfully analyzed for the absolute best
performance and benefit for our riders. Our designers see each millimeter as an opportunity to enhance your riding experience. We only use top-quality materials, and we provide
superior comfort, as well as the most cutting-edge, award-winning innovations.
We focus on making your water experience all that it should be, so you can solely focus on the fun.
WITH INTELLIGENT BRAKE & REVERSE (iBR), YOUR sea-doo WATERCRAFT STOPS UP TO 100 FEET SOONER
traveling at 50 MPH.
Any watercraft
without iBR

100'
Sea-Doo watercraft
with iBR

Scan here or visit
Sea-Doo.com to see the brake in action.

2011 Winner of our third consecutive NMMA Innovation award.
We Believe good things come in threes.
The Sea-Doo brand has once again won several awards. For 2011, winners include the class-leading Sea-Doo GTI SE watercraft, as well as the Sea-Doo 230 SP boat:
• The National Marine Manufacturers Association Innovation Award
• PWC of the Year from PWCToday.com
• 2 “Excellence in Design” Awards from Trailer Boats magazine.
BRP and its Sea-Doo brand have also been recognized by the U.S. Coast Guard for commitment to safety with our exclusive on-water braking system (iBR) – considered a
significant advancement in watercraft design.
Sea-Doo watercraft bring a radical revolution to the industry with our on-water braking system, with our never-before-imagined designs, and as seen in our RXP-X 260 model,
with our T3 Hull and our Ergolock system. We envisioned our new Sea-Doo GTX S 155 model as a watercraft that brings the safety of a brake and the comfort and convenience
of a suspension system to an affordable, yet incredibly stylish machine. And we continue to move forward.
*On select models.
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Our entry-level watercraft rides like anything but.

GTS 130

Driving Center: 18-function
digital information center with
iTC and easy-to-read gauges.
Includes Touring/Sport and
ECO modes and speedometer.

The GTS 130 model is the most amount of delight you can get for your personal watercraft dollar. Start ahead of the rest for considerably
less with its fuel-efficient engine that provides you plenty of power to keep your adrenaline pumping. A tow hook makes it ready for
watersports. And features like a Touring/Sport mode, ECO mode and a Learning Key let you customize your riding experience to your skill
level. A generous storage capacity (30.8 gal. / 116.6 liters) gives you plenty of room to bring along supplies. With the Sea-Doo GTS model,
getting your feet wet has never been easier, or more exhilarating.

Learning Key: Limits speed for
beginners. Programmable, based
on level of experience.

Swim Platform: Large and
spacious. Great for hanging out
or reboarding.

Wide-angled Mirrors: So you can
see all the competition behind you.

Tow Hook: For the ultimate
enjoyment of all tow sports.

Complete specs available p. 40-42
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One word that best describes it? Overachiever.

GTI 130

Storage: Convenient, secure and
water-resistant glove box for
stashing away the day’s essentials
on the go.

Meet the Sea-Doo GTI 130 model. A watercraft that offers a whole lot more than you’d expect from its price. With features like
a fuel-efficient engine. Intelligent Brake and Reverse (iBR) and Intelligent Throttle Control (iTC) for incredible maneuverability.
And plenty of ergonomic features more commonly found on higher-priced models. When ECO mode is activated, the GTI model is
up to 34% more fuel efficient.8 And with all the money you won’t be spending on your new watercraft why not pick up some extra
Sea-Doo water toys for the kids?

Driving Center: 21-function digital
information center, featuring a
speedometer and Touring/Sport
mode (supports two riding styles).
ECO mode standard.

Brake Lever: Stop up to 100 feet
sooner than other watercraft4
with the squeeze of a lever. An
incredible level of maneuverability
that even makes docking easier.

Learning Key: Limits speed for
beginners. Programmable, based
on one’s level of experience.

Tow Hook: For the ultimate
enjoyment of all tow sports.

4
See disclaimer on p. 4.
8
Based on BRP internal testing, compared to itself at wide open throttle when ECO mode is not activated.
Complete specs available p. 40-42
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Get the Whole Family Together. Without the TV Remote.

GTI SE 130/155

Brake Lever: The brake is on the
left, and the acceleration is on
the right, allowing both hands to
remain on the handlebars.

The Sea-Doo GTI SE watercraft remains one of the most cost-efficient ways to get your family out of the living room and onto the water.
Features like a brake (iBR) and Learning Key let you and your loved ones ride with total confidence and control. While its hull design
increases stability and makes reboarding a cinch. It also comes standard with a touring seat and a reboarding step. And with its
ECO mode activated, the Sea-Doo GTI SE 155 increases your fuel efficiency by up to 26%, which represents a savings of up to
298 gallons after 100 hours of operation.9 Let the family fun begin … now.

Driving Center: 23-function digital
information center with easy-toread gauges. Includes ECO mode
and Touring/Sport mode.

Variable Trim System: Adjust
the nose angle of the watercraft
higher (stability at high speeds)
or lower (for towing and
quick starts).

Reboarding Step: Makes it easy
to jump right back on after taking
a dip. Fold-down design.

Learning Key: Limits speed for
beginners. Programmable, based
on one’s level of experience.

Viper Red available on GTI SE 130 model only

9
Based on BRP internal testing.
Available with two engine choices. Complete specs available p. 40-42
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We pulled out all the stops. Except for the brake.

GTI LIMITED 155

Driving Center: 29-function
digital information center with
easy-to-read gauges. Includes
Cruise/Slow, ECO and Touring/
Sport modes.

The Sea-Doo GTI Limited watercraft comes with everything you need for a fun day out on the water. Like a touring seat, perfect for
longer runs. iControl technologies (iBR and iTC) that make riding easier and more comfortable. Plus a slew of limited features, including a
high-performance Variable Trim System (VTS™), cover and dry bag, as well as exclusive coloration and a new Sport mode button on the
handlebar for quick access. And that’s just skimming the surface.

Cruise Control: An activity-specific
cruise control lets you set your
speed for cruising, tow sports,
navigating a no-wake zone and more.

High-Performance VTS:
Variable Trim System for
fine-tuning handling based on
rider preference, water conditions
and number of passengers.

Touring Seat: Plush, ergonomic
design provides maximum
comfort and support for rider
and passenger.

Exclusive Limited Features:
Includes custom cover, removable
dry storage bag, sandbag anchor,
safety kit, high-performance VTS
and exclusive coloration.

Complete specs available p. 40-42
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We can all live without many luxuries. Water isn’t one of them.

GTX 155/215

Info Center: 26-function* digital
information center with Cruise/
Slow mode, Touring/Sport mode,
ECO mode, clock and VTS mode.

So whether drinking it or riding on it, why not enjoy it all to the highest degree? The Sea-Doo GTX model allows you to do exactly
this with features such as cruise control, tilt steering, and a touring and hinged seat. With ECO mode, it’s also more fuel efficient
than most competitive models.10 And it includes many of our iControl technologies, as well as more power for less coin. Not to
mention a completely intuitive experience. And for even more power, we offer the GTX 215 model.

27 functions on the GTX 215 model

*

Tilt Steering: Adjustable handlebars,
featuring gauges that follow, for
superior ergonomics.

Touring Seat: Plush, ergonomic
design provides maximum
comfort and support for driver
and passenger.

Fold-down Reboarding Step:
Makes it easy to jump right back
on after taking a dip.

Storage: Lots of room for
your essentials. Positioned for
easy access.

10
Based on BRP internal testing with closest ranking competitive model.
Complete specs available p. 40-42
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With its revolutionary new suspension system,
this is luxury you can hold onto for the long run.

GTX s 155

Suspension: Fine-tuned for
comfort, gives you the smoothest
ride possible from calm to rough
water conditions.

The new Sea-Doo GTX S 155 watercraft redefines luxury, comfort and style with its totally unique suspension system. This ride is for
those who embrace smooth sailing on any body of water. It is a machine built to ride farther, longer and dryer for a more enjoyable
experience. And with a unique suspension system, this is truly value you can hold onto for years to come.

Cruise Control Gauge: An activityspecific cruise control lets you
set your speed for cruising, tow
sports, navigating a no-wake
zone and more.

Ski Tow Eye: So you can pull your
friends and family for any and all
tow sports.

Touring Seat: Plush, ergonomic
design provides maximum
comfort and support for driver
and passenger.

ECO Mode: Running in ECO
mode the GTX S 155 model
consumes 44% fewer gallons
per hour than in the standard
Touring mode.*
Based on BRP internal testing at wide-open throttle.

*

Complete specs available p. 40-42
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The Yacht of Personal Watercraft.

GTX Limited is 260

Intelligent Suspension:
Automatically adapts to varied
conditions. Offers a full 6 inches
of separation between hull and
rider and isolates you from the
impact of rough water.

From exclusive limited features like a custom cover, Speed Ties,™ depth finder and safety kit, to its ultra-plush touring seat, the
Sea-Doo GTX Limited iS model represents the ultimate in luxury, comfort and convenience. All this plus an incredibly powerful
engine that is sure to impress one and all. With its iControl technologies, it also offers superior peace of mind for you and your
loved ones. Add on its fully Intelligent Suspension, and what you get is the smoothest, most satisfying ride you’ve ever experienced.

Driving Center: 35-function
digital information center.
Featuring depth finder, Cruise/
Slow mode, Touring/Sport mode,
ECO mode, altimeter, clock and
fuel consumption, time and
distance to empty.

Touring Seat: Plush, ergonomic
design provides maximum
comfort and support for driver
and passenger.

Speed Ties: Retractable mooring
lines stow away when not in use.
One in the bow and one in the stern.

Exclusive Limited Features:
Custom cover, removable dry storage
bag, glove box organizer, sandbag
anchor, safety kit, high-performance
VTS and exclusive coloration.

Complete specs available p. 40-42
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A musclecraft that’s forgiving on the water and the wallet.

GTR 215

High-Performance VTS:
For adjusting the attitude of
the watercraft based on riding
conditions and for quick access.

Playful. Lighter. More forgiving. That is if you need a little forgiveness for going crazy with joy on the open water. The Sea-Doo GTR 215
model is the newcomer in our musclecraft family, and its affordable price is one of its strongest assets. It also spends 23% less fuel
than the competition,11 and is equipped with Sea-Doo’s exclusive Intelligent Brake and Reverse system. And with a supercharged
engine, and high-performance VTS, this musclecraft is also your easiest access to racing thrills and that it’s easily tunable by
aftermarket accessories.

Sport Mode: You have quick
access to it with the new
Sport mode button right on
the handlebar.

Intelligent Brake and Reverse:
Great for stopping – up to 100
feet sooner than a conventional
watercraft.* An incredible level of
maneuverablility that even makes
docking easier.

Supercharged Engine: Goes from
0 to 50 mph up to 9% faster than
the competition.12

Front Storage Compartment:
Plenty of storage for stowing
away your valuables.

*Refer to disclaimer p.4
Based on BRP internal testing at 50 mph. Testing of competitive model done under identical conditions.
Complete specs available p. 40-42
11, 12
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Get there fast. Even if “there” is nowhere in particular.
Driving Center: Digital information
center featuring time/distance to
empty and ECO mode.
RXT iS: 31 functions
RXT: 28 functions

RXT 260/RXT iS 260

This machine was designed with one thing in mind. Performance. With the exclusive benefits of iControl, saying this is an exhilarating
muscle machine is an understatement. Your Sea-Doo RXT watercraft goes from 0-30 mph in 1.7 seconds,13 which gets you where you
want to go seriously fast. And this model has an S3 Hull that is up to 20% lighter than others in its class.14 It also comes with the option
of an Intelligent Suspension (iS)* system, calibrated for sport riding. Now comes in a new exciting color.

High Performance VTS:
Variable Trim System for
fine-tuning handling based on
rider preference, water condition
and number of passengers.

Hinged Seat: Conveniently lifts
up to provide you quick, easy
engine access.

Rider Ergonomics: Tilted steering
to accommodate personal
riding preference.

RXT iS 260 model shown

Intelligent Suspension*: The world’s
first intelligent suspension on a
watercraft, offering a full 6 inches
of separation between hull and
rider and isolating you from the
impact of rough water. It also
automatically adapts to any
condition you might face on
the water.

*Only on RXT iS 260 model
Based on BRP internal testing on the RXT 260.
Refer to disclaimer p.5
Complete specs available p. 40-42

13
14

*
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Make a huge statement without uttering a word.
High-Performance Adjustable
Suspension*: Designed for
aggressive riding in rough waters
with adjustable preload to
accommodate rider weight and
adjustable damper compression
cycle for different water conditions.

RXT-x 260/RXT-X as 260

Do you like to go fast? Let’s talk. Also, if you’re seeking stability, these speed machines give you, flat out, the best performance of
any watercraft on larger bodies of water. The Sea-Doo RXT-X aS 260 model comes with a fully adjustable suspension system that you
can calibrate for aggressive riding. This truly is the ultimate offshore watercraft. New for our 2012 model, its offshore kit comes with
adjustable trim tabs, bow stabilizers and adjustable rear sponsons. And you have phenomenal handling with our exclusive S3 Hull that
is stepped to keep you glued to the water and is also up to 20% lighter than other hull in its class.15

Trim Tabs*: Designed to fine-tune
the attitude of the watercraft.
5 distinct positions provide
ample adjustment range to cover
all conditions, from calm to
rough water.

Bow Stabilizer* Features:
Provide lateral stability in rough
water conditions, as well as
anti-dive to reduce bow diving.

Adjustable Rear Sponsons:
An efficient design that improves
lateral stability. 3-position
adjustable for your skill level
and riding environment.

RXT-X aS 260 model shown

Exclusive X-Package: Includes our
X-Gauge with speedometer, lap timer,
boost indicator, High-Performance
VTS, X-Seat, X-Steering™ with
Adjustable Ergonomic Steering
(A.E.S.™), Sea-Doo carpets and
adjustable rear sponsons.

*RXT-X aS 260 model only
15
Refer to disclaimer p.5
Complete specs available p. 40-42

*
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Designed to give riders every advantage on
the water. Including the psychological one.
T3 Hull: Innovative multi-staged
design with extreme hard and
soft chines. Allows for more
precise cornering, enhances
lean-in, cuts water and tracks
better; extremely responsive.

RXp-x 260

Every aspect of this never-before-seen machine is meticulously designed to give the rider every
advantage on the water. The Sea-Doo RXP-X model is extremely agile with incredible speed and
muscle. With its revolutionary new T3 Hull, we’re talking the absolute best in handling, as it
redefines nimble with sharp, precise cornering. And its new Ergolock System minimizes fatigue,
allowing for a longer ride. Not to mention it’s also plenty fast with its race-proven Rotax engine.
It’s up to 20% more fuel efficient than the Kawasaki∞ Ultra 300X.16 Whether you’re taking on
the buoys or offshore chop, this is the machine that lets you go even farther. The RXP-X makes
anyone a better rider.
Visit Sea-Doo.com for a video tour.

NEW for 2012
Ergolock System:
A radical new narrow racing seat,
specially angled footwells and
adjustable racing handlebars allow
you and the machine to become one.
With your lower body locked in,
you’re in full control of the machine.

Adjustable Rear Sponsons:
An efficient design that improves
cornering stability. 3-position
adjustable for your skill level and
riding environment: higher for a
more playful freeride experience
or lower for more aggressive
turning. Winglet feature enhances
lean angles during turning.

“The handling was amazing, as the faster you go,
the easier and harder it corners. … It’s like it is on rails.”
- James Bushell, 2011 IJSBA Pro Open and Pro GP World Champion with the new T3 Hull.

Trim Tabs: This new feature
limits aggressive bow rise and
improves parallelism to water.
Also increases tracking in rough
water conditions.

Based on BRP internal testing. Testing of competitive model done under similar conditions at wide-open throttle.
Complete specs available p. 40-42

16
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Is it more fun to drive or ride behind? The debate will rage on all summer.

WAKE 155

Speed-based Ski Mode:
Makes any driver an expert with
five acceleration profiles to get you
going and moving just like the pros.

The Sea-Doo WAKE 155 model literally raises the bar for tow sports with a retractable ski pylon with spotter handles for the ultimate in
comfort and stability. Its high tow point keeps the rope out of the water, and it also has a quick-connect, removable board rack. Other great
features include a supportive seat that allows for optimum comfort and stability. And for added convenience for the spotter, it comes with
a seat strap, grab handle and footrest.
New on our 2012 model is a speed-based Ski mode that’ll make any driver an expert in no time, with a user-defined profile that has
presets for different acceleration profiles and speed. Then there’s the additional benefit of our iControl technologies. These allow you to
start in neutral, have both cruise and slow modes, and also come with a brake for ultimate control on the water.

3-Position Ski Pylon:
Retractable so it stows away
when not in use. Features spotter
handgrips and rope storage.

Board Rack: Removable; carries
your board on the side.
Comes standard.

Reboarding Step: Makes it easy
to jump right back on after taking
a dip. Fold-down design.

ECO Mode: For optimal fuel
efficiency – up to 46% improved
fuel consumption.17

Based on BRP internal testing. Fuel consumption varies per model and engine package.
Complete specs available p. 40-42

17
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Pulling ahead of all the rest.

WAKE PRO 215

Speed-based Ski Mode:
Makes any driver an expert
with five acceleration profiles
to get you going and moving
just like the pros.

The Sea-Doo WAKE Pro 215 is the premier watercraft, with our largest engine designed specifically for tow sports and an S3 Hull for
greater stability when towing wakeboarders. It’s loaded with essentials like a retractable ski pylon with spotter handles for comfort and
stability. Its high tow point keeps your rope out of the water. It also has a quick-connect removable board rack, a supportive seat for
optimum comfort and stability, a seat strap, a grab handle and a footrest. New on our 2012 model is a speed-based Ski mode that’ll
make any driver an expert in no time and a user-defined profile with presets for different acceleration profiles and speed. Also new
is our ECO mode, with up to 46% improved fuel consumption.18

3-Position Ski Pylon:
Retractable so it stows away
when not in use. Features spotter
handgrips and rope storage.

Board Rack: Removable; carries
your board on the side.

Watertight Storage:
Removable storage bin for
stashing your gear and keeping
it nice and dry.

High-Performance VTS:
Adjust the attitude of your
watercraft on the fly for tighter
turns, quicker acceleration
and a better wave.

18
Refer to disclaimer 5 on p. 4
Complete specs available p. 40-42
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4

5

6

Make sure the fun never ends.
Dress appropriately.
Whether you like to straddle from calm to choppy water, use your
watercraft for waterskiing or wakeboarding, or go out for short cruises,
the 2012 Sea-Doo lineup has the right Riding Gear and Accessories to
suit your favorite water activities. Do not forget though, all riders are
required to wear an approved Personal Flotation Device (PFD) certified for
use with a personal watercraft. Additionally, all riders should always wear
wetsuits and/or neoprene bottoms to prevent injuries that may be caused
by the personal watercraft’s jet thrust – remember that normal swimwear
does not provide the same level of protection. As of December 2011, see
the new 2012 lineup at your local Sea-Doo dealer and, in March 2012,
shop online at store.sea-doo.com

2

01

Men’s Technical Polo

02

Kids’ Sandsea PFD

03

Men’s Sea-Doo Technical Boardshorts

04

Ladies’ Sea-Doo Signature Tee and Technical Riding Boardshorts

05

Men’s and Ladies’ Airflow PFD

06

Men’s Freewave Jacket

07

Sea-Doo Water Shoes

3

7
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sea-doo move i and move ii trailers

Did you know...

•
•
•
•
•

The iCatch and Walk Pad can make your life easier?
The iCatch allows you to spend less time on the ramp
and more in the water, while the Walk Pad serves as
guidance when the trailer is under water. You do now!

Fully adjustable carpeted bunks (side-to-side/front-to-back) allow you to change bunk angles to fit all PWCs.
Custom frame design requires less water to load and unload watercraft.
Roller bunk system also simplifies unloading and loading.
Sealed maintenance-free wheel bearings for added peace of mind.
All models are available in galvanized frame for extended life in all weather conditions or in a
black painted version.
• Adjustable bunk system and catcher adapt to different types of Sea-Doo watercraft, and help properly
position watercraft to improve handling while towing.

Sea-Doo Move I with iCatch™ and Walk pad

QUICK-SNAP
release handle

icatch
automatic system

innovative walk pad
guidance system with carpet kit

Sea-Doo Move I

Trailer
Accessories

Sea-Doo Move II

• With leaf springs suspension
• With torsion suspension (not shown)

13" Spare WHeel and
Spare WHeel Support
Sea-Doo Move II Trailers

Sea-Doo Move I With iCatch
walk pad carpet kit
Sea-Doo Move I with
Walk Pad Trailer

8 adjustable and
non-marking rollers

Sea-Doo Move II WITH iCatch

Sea-Doo Move I with walk pad

iCatch Bow Cup

Sea-Doo Move I & II Trailers
submersible
lights

spare wheel

spare wheel
support
coupler stand

torsion rubber
suspension
marine jack

4 easy steps.
no stress.
Off you go!

1

Release the
safety lock
and unhook the
security cable.

2

Access your
watercraft by the
Walk Pad guidance
system, seat and
saddle up.

3

Unlatch the
iCatch handle.

4

Marine Jack
Glide off the
roller bunk
system and slide
into the water.

Sea-Doo Move I & II Trailers
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CHALLENGER
180 Challenger

boats for boarding, relaxing, playing. even boats for boating.
With their innovative features and state-of-the-art design, Sea-Doo boats deliver an edge in performance, versatility and
looks nobody else can match. Their exclusive Direct Drive Jet Propulsion system gives you the freedom to explore shallow
waters, while keeping swimmers safe from exposed props. You also get more performance for the money, superior
handling and increased peace of mind. In other words, a better, more enjoyable experience on the water.

Model shown with optional tower.

One of the most versatile 18-footers on the water. Gives you the space of a 20-footer with plenty
of standard features, like the newly added Intelligent Throttle Control (iTC) technologies featuring
Docking and ECO modes and Cruise Control.
Colors: Riviera Blue, Glorious Red or Black

210 Challenger

A 21-foot boat that gives you as much living space as most 23-footers. Comes in 3 different
packages, including the new S package that gives you additional features such as a bimini top
and cockpit table at an affordable price. The SE package adds features like Transat™ seats and
a foldable arch tower.
Colors: Riviera Blue, Glorious Red or Black

230 Challenger

Redefining the 23-foot boat, with room for 12 people. All the comfort and all of the convenience,
with loads of storage and standard features.
Colors: Riviera Blue, Glorious Red or Black

SPEEDSTER
150 Speedster ®
Model shown with optional tower.

Reinvented with stunning design, intuitive handling and intense maneuverability. Now with
Intelligent Throttle Control (iTC). All driven by two choices of Rotax 4-TEC engines.
Colors: Orange Burst or Lucky Green

200 Speedster

An aggressive, agile beast with a 0-30 mph (48.3 km/h) acceleration time of 2.9 seconds and
a 66 mph (106 km/h) top speed. Room for up to seven adrenaline junkies.
Color: Bright White

SPORT
180 SP

An all-new 18-footer that delivers big air for wake sports. Efficient versatility with all the
crossover capability you’ve dreamed of having. Plus a foldable arch tower and walk-through
transom to the swim platform.
Color: Mango Orange

210 WAKE

The legendary sport boat designed for extreme wake action in a 21-foot package. Fully loaded
with all WAKE features standard, plus a new LCD touch screen display on the dash.
Color: White and Black with Red Accent

210 SP

A 21-foot crossover that has the attitude of a wake boat and plenty of versatility, with cool
standard features like configurable Transat™ seating.
Color: Mango Orange

230 WAKE

A fully loaded wake boat right out of the box, with plenty of power and plenty of convenient
features for everyone, tow sports riders and passengers alike. And all the control is at your
fingertips with the new LCD touch screen display on the dash.
Color: White and Black with Red Accent

230 SP

With room for 12 and space for all your gear, this crossover delivers value and versatility with
wake boat attitude. Perfect for the family that does a little of everything.
Color: Mango Orange
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GtS 130

Gti 130

Gti se 130 / 155

GTI LIMITED 155

SPECIFICATIONS

GTR 215

RxT 260

RXT iS 260

RXT-X 260

Rxt-X aS 260

Rxp-x 260

132.6" / 336.8 cm

132.6" / 336.8 cm

132.6" / 336.8 cm

132.6" / 336.8 cm

Length

132.6" / 336.8 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

130.6" / 331.6 cm

Width

48.5" / 123.1 cm

48.5" / 123.1 cm

48.5" / 123.1 cm

48.5" / 123.1 cm

Width

48.5" / 123.1 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.3" / 122.7 cm

Height

44" / 111.8 cm

44" / 111.8 cm

44" / 111.8 cm

44" / 111.8 cm

Height

44" / 111.8 cm

45.9" / 116.6 cm

43.9" / 111.4 cm

46.5" / 118.1 cm

46.5" / 118.1 cm

45.2" / 114.7 cm

Dry weight

745 lb. / 339 kg

755 lb. / 343 kg

755 lb. / 343 kg

755 lb. / 343 kg

Dry weight

765 lb. / 348 kg

824 lb. / 375 kg

970 lb. / 440 kg

834 lb. / 379 kg

975 lb. / 443 kg

812 lb. / 368.3 kg

Rider capacity

3

3

3

3

Rider capacity

3

3

3

3

3

2

Fuel capacity

15.9 gal. / 60 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

Fuel capacity

15.9 gal. / 60 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

18.6 gal. / 70 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

18.6 gal. / 70 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

Storage capacity

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

Storage capacity

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

13.7 gal. / 52 l

16.4 gal. / 62 l

13.7 gal. / 52 l

16.4 gal. / 62 l

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

Type

1503 Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 Rotax 4-TEC engine
1503 NA Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 NA Rotax 4-TEC engine

Type

1503 SC Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

Intake system

Supercharged with intercooler,
60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Bore x stroke

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

Displacement

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

Compression ratio

8.4:1

8.4:1

8.4:1

8.4:1

8.4:1

8.4:1

DIMENSIONS

Length

Naturally aspirated with
60 mm throttle body

Naturally aspirated with
60 mm throttle body

Naturally aspirated with
60 mm throttle body

Naturally aspirated with
60 mm throttle body

Bore x stroke

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

Displacement

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

Compression ratio

10.6:1

10.6:1

10.6:1

10.6:1

Cooling

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Cooling

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Fuel type

Fuel type

87 octane

87 octane

87 octane

87 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Propulsion system

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Propulsion system

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Pump type

Pump type

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Transmission

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Transmission

Direct drive – forward only

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Variable Trim System (VTS)

High-performance VTS (preset)

High-performance VTS (preset)

High-performance VTS (preset)

High-performance VTS (preset)

High-performance VTS (preset)

High-performance VTS (preset)

Variable Trim System (VTS)

N/A

Optional

Electric VTS

High-performance VTS (preset)

Impeller

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Impeller

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Hull type

LFI composite

S3

S3

S3

S3

T3

Hull type

LFI, composite

LFI, composite

LFI, composite

LFI, composite

Color

Orange Burst

Orange Burst

Orange Burst

Dayglow Yellow

Dayglow Yellow

Dayglow Yellow

Color(s)

Viper Red and White

Black and White

Black and Sunshine
Viper Red (GTI SE 130 only)

Marina Blue

Digital Information
Center

Digital Information Center

18 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, ECO mode, fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, hour meter, low fuel
level, low oil pressure, low voltage,
overheat, hi voltage, check engine

21 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, ECO mode, fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, hour meter, compass,
fuel consumption meter, F-N-R
indicator, low fuel level

23 functions including Touring /Sport
mode, ECO mode, VTS, fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour meter,
compass, clock, fuel consumption
meter, F-N-R indicator, low fuel level

29 functions including Touring /Sport
mode, cruise control, ECO mode,
high-performance VTS (preset),
Slow mode, fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, altitude, hour meter,
compass, clock, fuel consumption
meter, time and distance to empty

24 functions including Touring/
Sport mode, ECO mode, highperformance VTS (preset), fuel
level, tachometer, speedometer,
hour meter, compass, clock,
fuel consumption meter, F-N-R
indicator, low fuel level, low oil
pressure, low voltage

28 functions including Touring/
Sport mode, cruise control,
ECO mode, high-performance
VTS (preset), fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour
meter, compass, clock, fuel
consumption meter, Slow mode,
F-N-R indicator

31 functions including Touring/
Sport mode, cruise control,
ECO mode, high-performance
VTS (preset), Slow mode,
fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, hour meter,
compass, clock, fuel
consumption meter,

32 functions including Touring/
Sport mode, ECO mode,
high-performance VTS (preset),
lap timer, fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, hour meter, all-new
boost indicator, compass, clock, fuel
consumption meter, time/distance
to empty, top/average speed/RPM

32 functions including Touring/
Sport mode, ECO mode,
high-performance VTS (preset),
lap timer, fuel level, tachometer,
speedometer, hour meter, all-new
boost indicator, compass, clock, fuel
consumption meter, time/distance
to empty, top/average speed/RPM

31 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, ECO mode, high-performance
VTS (preset), lap timer, fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour
meter, all-new boost indicator,
compass, clock, fuel consumption
meter, time/distance to empty,
top/average speed/RPM

Suspension

N/A

N/A

iS (Intelligent Suspension)

N/A

aS (Fully adjustable suspension)

N/A

Suspension

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

D.E.S.S.

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

D.E.S.S.

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Assisted Steering

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

Assisted Steering

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

Sea-Doo Learning Key

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Sea-Doo Learning Key

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Mirrors

Standard – wide-angle

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle

Mirrors

Standard – wide-angle

Standard – wide-angle

Standard – wide-angle

Standard – wide-angle

Standard accessories

Standard accessories

Sponsons, bumpers, footwell carpets,
swim platform carpet, tow hook,
rear grab handle, emergency floating
lanyard, seat strap

Sponsons, bumpers, tow hook, footwell
carpets, swim platform carpet, rear
grab handle, emergency floating
lanyard, seat strap

Sponsons, bumpers, tow hook,
footwell carpets, swim platform carpet
w/ Sea-Doo logo, rear grab handle,
reboarding step, emergency floating
lanyard, seat strap

Sponsons, bumpers, ski tow eye,
footwell carpets w/ Sea-Doo logo
pattern, swim platform carpet w/
Sea-Doo logo, rear grab handle,
reboarding step, emergency floating
lanyard, seat strap

Hinged seat, sponsons,
bumpers, swim platform carpet
w/ Sea-Doo logo, rear grab
handle, emergency floating
lanyard, seat strap, elevated
fuel filler, tow hook

Package

N/A

N/A

SE: Touring seat, fold-down reboarding
step, additional gauge functions

LIMITED: Exclusive coloration, custom
boat cover, high-performance VTS
(preset), removable dry bag, additional
gauge functions, sandbag anchor,
safety kit

Hinged seat, tilt steering, sponsons,
bumpers, swim platform carpet
w/ Sea-Doo logo, reboarding
step, reboarding handles on
rear platform, rear grab handle,
watertight removable storage, quick
latch fuel filler design, emergency
floating lanyard, seat strap

Hinged seat, quick latch fuel filler
design, hinged seat, sponsons,
bumpers, front splash deflector,
swim platform carpet w/ Sea-Doo
logo, rear grab handle, reboarding
handles on rear platform, watertight
removable storage, emergency
floating lanyard; seat strap

Hinged seat; footwell carpets w/
Sea-Doo logo pattern; swim platform
carpet w/ Sea-Doo logo; tilt steering;
watertight, removable storage bin;
quick latch fuel filler design;
bumpers; reboarding handles on
rear platform; rear grab handle;
emergency floating lanyard; seat strap

Hinged seat, tilt steering, bumpers,
front splash deflector, swim platform w/
Sea-Doo logo, reboarding handles on
rear platform, rear grab handle, footwell
carpets w/ Sea-Doo pattern, ski tow
eye, seat strap, watertight removable
storage, quick latch fuel filler design,
emergency floating lanyard

NEW Ergolock System (including: narrow
racing seat, adjustable handlebars, and
angled footwell wedges), all-new adjustable
rear sponsons, all-new trim tabs, elevated fuel
filler, bumpers, front splash deflector, footwell
carpets w/ Sea-Doo pattern, swim platform
w/ Sea-Doo logo, rear grab handle, tow hook,
emergency floating lanyard, seat strap

Package

NA

NA

NA

X: All-new X-Gauge with boost
indicator, X-Coloration seat,
X-Steering with A.E.S.,
new adjustable rear sponsons

Offshore kit: Adjustable Suspension, adjustable
trim tabs, adjustable rear sponsons, bow stabilizers.
X: All-new X-Gauge with boost indicator,
X-Coloration seat, X-Handlebars with A.E.S.,
All-new adjustable trim tabs, all-new adjustable rear
sponsons, all-new bow stabilizers

X: All-new X-Gauge with boost
indicator, X-Coloration seat,
X-Steering with A.E.S.

HULL

DRIVE UNIT

ENGINE

Intake system

EQUIPMENT

DIMENSIONS
ENGINE
DRIVE UNIT
HULL
EQUIPMENT

©2011 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved. ™, ® and the BRP logo are trademarks of BRP or its affiliates. Products are distributed
in the USA by BRP US Inc. †GTX is a registered trademark of Castrol Limited used under license. ∞All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. BRP reserves the right at any time to discontinue or change specifications, prices, designs, features, models or equipment without incurring obligation.
Watercraft performance may vary depending on, among other things, general conditions, ambient temperature, and altitude, riding ability and rider/passenger
weight. Some pictures depicted in this brochure include professional drivers or wakeboarders executing maneuvers under ideal and/or controlled conditions. Do
not attempt any of these, or any other risky maneuvers, if they’re beyond your level of driving or wakeboarding ability, as well as your understanding and respect
for the performance of your personal watercraft. Always consult your PWC dealer when selecting a watercraft for your particular needs, and carefully read and
pay attention to your Operator’s Guide, Instructional Video, and the on-product labeling on your personal watercraft. Always drive responsibly and safely. Severe
injury can result from ignoring warnings, not following the instructions or improper use of boats and related products. Use common sense and courtesy. Always
observe applicable local laws and regulations. Respect the rights of, and keep a safe distance from, other recreationists and/or bystanders. Always wear the
appropriate protective clothing, including a Coast Guard-approved P.F.D. as dictated by the circumstances including, but not limited to, the weather, boating
conditions and age and abilities of the occupants. Don’t operate your boat under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Printed in Canada. P/N: 297001819.
Protect your watercraft with the B.E.S.T. Protection
Plan out there! By being a member of these
important industry associations, we recognize and
support their efforts in sharing the responsibility
of promoting the growth of our sport. Sea-Doo
watercraft riders know that riding responsibly and
safely is always more fun. Smart Sea-Doo riders
wear appropriate protective clothing and never drink
and ride. Always ride keeping a substantial distance
between yourself and others. Every Sea-Doo
watercraft comes with a safety/instructional video
and an operator’s guide as standard equipment.
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EQUIPMENT

HULL

DRIVE UNIT

ENGINE

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Gtx 155 / 215

GTX S 155

GTX LIMITED iS 260

WAKE 155

Wake pro 215

Length

139.2" / 353.5 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

132.6" / 336.8 cm

139.2" / 353.5 cm

Width

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

48.5" / 123.1 cm

48.2" / 122.4 cm

Height

45.9" / 116.6 cm

43.9" / 111.4 cm

43.9" / 111.4 cm

44" / 111.8 cm

45.9" / 116.6 cm

Dry weight

GTX 155: 816 lb. / 371 kg
GTX 215: 824 lb. / 375 kg

960 lb. / 436 kg

980 lb. / 446 kg

765 lb. / 348 kg

834 lb. / 379 kg

Rider capacity

3

3

3

3

3

Fuel capacity

15.9 gal. / 60 l

18.6 gal. / 70 l

18.6 gal. / 70 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

15.9 gal. / 60 l

Storage capacity

13.7 gal. / 52 l

16.4 gal. / 62 l

16.4 gal. / 62 l

30.8 gal. / 116.6 l

13.7 gal. / 52 l

Type

155: 1503 NA Rotax 4-TEC engine
215: 1503 SC Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 NA Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 XHO Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 NA Rotax 4-TEC engine

1503 SC Rotax 4-TEC engine

Intake system

155: Naturally aspirated
215: Supercharged with intercooler
Both with 60 mm throttle body

Naturally aspirated with 60 mm
throttle body

Supercharged with external
intercooler, 60 mm throttle body

Naturally aspirated with
60 mm throttle body

Supercharged with intercooler,
60 mm throttle body

Bore x stroke

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

100 mm x 63.4 mm

Displacement

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

1,494 cc

Compression ratio

155: 10.6:1
215: 8.4:1

10.6:1

8.4:1

10.6:1

8.4:1

Cooling

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Closed-Loop Cooling System (CLCS)

Fuel type

155 / 215: Minimum – 87 octane
215: Recommended – 91 octane

87 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

87 octane

Minimum: 87 octane
Recommended: 91 octane

Propulsion system

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Sea-Doo Direct Drive

Pump type

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Aluminum, axial flow, single stage,
large hub with 10-vane stator

Transmission

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Electronic iBR

Variable Trim System (VTS)

Electric VTS

Electric VTS

High-performance VTS (preset)

Electric VTS

High-performance VTS (preset)

Impeller

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Hull type

S3

S3

S3

LFI, composite

S3

Color

Pure White with Gold

Pure White with Gold

Pearl White

Wake Red with new graphics

Wake Red with new graphics

Digital Information
Center

26 functions (155)/27 functions (215)
including Touring/Sport mode, cruise
control, ECO mode, VTS, fuel level,
tachometer, hour meter, speedometer,
compass, clock, fuel consumption meter,
Slow mode, F-N-R indicator, low fuel level

28 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, ECO mode, cruise control, VTS,
fuel level, tachometer, speedometer,
hour meter, compass, clock, fuel
consumption meter, Slow mode,
suspension settings: manual

35 functions including Touring/Sport mode,
cruise control, ECO mode, high-performance
VTS (preset), suspension setting, fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour meter, compass,
clock, fuel consumption meter, time/distance to
empty, altitude, water temperature, depth finder

26 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, ECO mode, VTS, fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour
meter, compass, clock, cruise
control, Ski mode, Slow mode,
fuel consumption meter

29 functions including Touring/Sport
mode, cruise control, ECO mode,
high-performance VTS (preset), fuel level,
tachometer, speedometer, hour meter,
compass, clock, Ski mode, Slow mode,
fuel consumption meter, water temperature

Suspension

N/A

S (Fully adjustable suspension)

iS (Intelligent Suspension)

N/A

N/A

D.E.S.S.

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Assisted Steering

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

O.T.A.S.

Sea-Doo Learning Key

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Standard – iControl (programmable)

Mirrors

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard – wide angle

Standard – wide-angle adjustable

Standard accessories

Hinged seat, quick latch fuel filler
design, sponsons, bumpers, swim
platform carpet w/ Sea-Doo logo,
reboarding step, reboarding handles
on rear platform, rear grab handle,
watertight removable storage,
emergency floating lanyard, seat strap

Hinged seat, quick latch fuel filler design,
sponsons, bumpers, swim platform
carpet w/ Sea-Doo logo, reboarding step,
reboarding handles on rear platform,
rear grab handle, watertight removable
storage, front splash deflector, emergency
floating lanyard, seat strap

Hinged seat, quick latch fuel filler
design, hinged seat, sponsons, bumpers,
swim platform carpet w/ Sea-Doo logo,
reboarding step, reboarding handles on
rear platform, rear grab handle, watertight
removable storage, front splash deflector,
emergency floating lanyard, seat strap

Sponsons, bumpers, swim platform
carpet w/ Sea-Doo logo, reboarding
step, rear grab handle, emergency
floating lanyard, seat strap

Hinged seat, quick latch fuel filler design,
high-performance VTS (preset), sponsons,
bumpers, swim platform carpet w/
Sea-Doo logo, reboarding step, reboarding
handles on rear platform, rear grab
handle, watertight removable storage,
emergency floating lanyard, seat strap

N/A

N/A

LIMITED: Custom boat cover, removable
dry bag, high-performance VTS (preset),
speed ties, glove box organizer, sandbag
anchor, additional gauge functions, safety kit

WAKE: All-new speed-based
ski mode, 3-position retractable
ski pylon, removable wakeboard rack

Package

WAKE: All-new speed-based
ski mode, 3-position retractable
ski pylon, removable wakeboard rack

the world is our playground
Nothing is more valuable than your playtime. That is why BRP is dedicated to continually finding new and better ways to help you enjoy your
favorite power sports. From snow to water to both on- and off-road fun, our passion for adventure fuels the innovations that result
in the ultimate power sports experience for our customers. We value the land and water we play on and are committed to protecting it.
Our desire to thrill is paired with an emphasis on rider responsibility, placing personal safety above all else. So that each outing can
be the most enjoyable, memorable and thrilling experience possible. Because your free time should always be your best time.

SKI-DOO

®

LYNX

®

SEA-DOO

®

EVINRUDE

®

www.brp.com

JOHNSON

®

ROTAX

®

CAN-AM

®
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